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GOOD BOOKS, United States, 2016. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Updated. 213 x 137 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Howard Zehr is the father of Restorative Justice and is known
worldwide for his pioneering work in transforming understandings of justice. Here he proposes
workable principles and practices for making Restorative Justice possible in this revised and
updated edition of his bestselling, seminal book on the movement. (The original edition has sold
more than 110,000 copies.) Restorative Justice, with its emphasis on identifying the justice needs of
everyone involved in a crime, is a worldwide movement of growing influence that is helping victims
and communities heal, while holding criminals accountable for their actions. This is not soft-oncrime, feel-good philosophy, but rather a concrete effort to bring justice and healing to everyone
involved in a crime. In The Little Book of Restorative Justice, Zehr first explores how restorative
justice is different from criminal justice. Then, before letting those appealing observations drift out
of reach into theoretical space, Zehr presents Restorative Justice practices. Zehr undertakes a
massive and complex subject and puts it in graspable from, without reducing or trivializing it. This
resource is also suitable for academic classes and workshops, for...
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Reviews
It is fantastic and great. It generally is not going to cost an excessive amount of. You will like the way the blogger create this book.
-- Ger a r do B a uch PhD
Undoubtedly, this is actually the finest work by any author. Of course, it is perform, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature. You will like just how
the article writer publish this book.
-- Dr . Isom Dibber t Jr .
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